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Abstract

Typically, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analysis is performed on magnitude data, and

multiple echo T2 data consist of numerous images of the same slice taken with different echo

spacing, giving voxel-wise temporal sampling of the noise as the signals decay according to

T2 relaxation. Magnitude T2 decay data has Rician distributed noise which is character-

ized by a change in the noise distribution from Gaussian, through a transitional region, to

Rayleigh as the signal to noise ratio decreases with increasing echo time. Non-Gaussian

noise distributions may produce errors in the commonly applied non-negative least squares

(NNLS) algorithm that is used to assess multiple echo decays for compartmentalized water

environments through the creation of T2 distributions. Typically, Gaussian noise is sought by

performing spatial-based phase correction on the MRI data; however, these methods cannot

capitalize on the temporal information available from multiple echo T2 acquisitions. Here we

describe a temporal phase correction (TPC) algorithm that utilizes the temporal noise infor-

mation available in multiple echo T2 acquisitions to put the relevant decay information in the

Real portion of the decay data and leave only noise in the Imaginary portion. We apply this

TPC algorithm to create real-valued multiple echo T2 data from human subjects measured
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at 1.5 T. We show that applying TPC causes changes in the T2 distribution estimates; no-

tably the possible resolution of separate extracellular and intracellular water environments,

and the disappearance of the commonly labeled cerebrospinal fluid peak, which might be an

artefact observed in many previously published multiple echo T2 analyses.

Number of Words: 5100

Key words: magnetic resonance, multiple echo T2, temporal phase correction,

multi-exponential analysis, T2 relaxation

1. Introduction

Various factors in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), such as magnetic field inhomo-

geneity, thermal noise, and eddy currents, can cause phase aberrations that introduce noise

in the measured real and imaginary k-space values [1]. Consequently, when the k-space data

are inverse Fourier transformed into image space, the information will not be entirely real-

valued. The typical way of handling the reconstructed MR data in the image domain is to

take the magnitude of the complex data and discard the phase information; however, the

noise distribution changes from Gaussian to Rician with this operation [1, 2]. These changes

in noise distribution are problematic in multiple echo T2 quantitative image analyses, which

generally assume Gaussian distributed noise when analyzed using traditional methods.

Typically, multiple echo T2 data acquisition consists of measuring the signal intensity

of the same anatomical slice with different echo times using a multiple echo spin-echo pulse

sequence [3, 4]. The signal intensities of the voxels in the image data will decay exponentially

based on the inherent T2 times, and a T2 distribution can be created by fitting a sum of

exponential decays to the multiple echo decay curve [5]. Multiple echo fitting, using non-

negative least squares (NNLS) [5], can be performed to determine the relative proportions

of the micro-structural dependent T2 times [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In some cases, such as healthy [3,

4, 11, 12] and pathological [13, 14, 15, 10, 16] central nervous system tissue, different water

environments with separate T2 times are present within a given voxel, resulting in a decay
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curve from the voxel being the summation of exponential decays from each constituent

T2 time. Four regions are of particular interest: 1) one with a short T2 time attributed to

water trapped between myelin bilayers, called myelin water; 2) one with an intermediate

T2 time attributed to intra- and extracellular water; 3) one with a prolonged T2 time longer

than intra- and extracellular water, which has been noted in pathology [13, 14] and in the

corticospinal tract of healthy volunteers [13, 17]; and 4) one with the longest T2 time in the

distribution, or near that of pure water, that is attributed to cerebrospinal fluid.

Ideal multiple echo data consist of high-fidelity decay curves where the final echoes sample

only noise. Assuming the noise remains similar for all echoes, this type of data acquisition

effectively samples the Rician noise distribution through high to low signal-to-noise ratios

(SNRs). Defining noiseless voxel intensities ν and the measured voxel intensities x, the

probability distribution of x for Rician distributed noise is [2, 18]

p(x|ν, σ) =
x

σ2
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2σ2

)
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where I0 is the modified zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind and σ is the standard

deviation of the Gaussian noise, which is assumed to be similar for both real and imaginary

components. The SNR can be defined as the ratio of the noiseless voxel intensity divided by

the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise, or SNR = ν/σ. Rician noise at different SNR

levels are depicted as pRi in Fig 1A.

When the SNR of the image is sufficiently high, the probability density function of Eqn 1
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which is the probability distribution for Gaussian distributed noise with mean ν and standard

deviation σ. Gaussian noise distributions for various SNR levels are shown as pG in Fig 1B.

For the cases of high SNR (ν = 16, σ = 2), the Gaussian and Rician distribution curves

align quite closely, as shown in Fig 1D.

When the decay reaches the noise-floor, the SNR = 0 and Eqn 1 reduces to [2]

p(x|ν = 0, σ) =
x

σ2
exp

(
− x2

2σ2

)
, (4)

which is the probability density function for Rayleigh distributed noise. Various cases of

Rayleigh distributed noise are presented as pRy in Fig 1C. Equation 4 shows that Rician

distributed noise exactly becomes Rayleigh distributed noise for zero SNR. For very low

SNR, the Rician distribution approaches the Rayleigh distribution, as shown in Fig 1D.

The presence of noise in the multiple echo T2 data will influence NNLS fitting [19], but

the effect of noise type on T2 distributions has not been examined. Rician noise can be

divided into three segments [2], all of which exist for a magnitude-valued exponential decay

that starts with a high SNR and ends with pure noise: 1) high SNR data where the noise is

Gaussian distributed; 2) zero SNR data, such as regions of air, where the noise is Rayleigh

distributed and can be called the Rayleigh noise floor ; and 3) between these two extremes

is a transitional region where the noise cannot be described as either Gaussian or Rayleigh

distributed. This complicated Rician noise behaviour is not considered when performing

multiple echo T2 decay fitting using NNLS, which assumes the noise to be Gaussian.

It might be tempting to treat the Rayleigh noise floor as a baseline offset in the fitting

routine, and introducing a baseline magnetization variable to the NNLS analysis is indeed

trivial [5]. However, when a baseline offset is added to the fitting routine, the Rayleigh noise

floor is incorrectly treated as such. Misrepresenting the Rayleigh noise floor as a baseline

offset is problematic because the baseline value is applied to the entire decay curve. Fur-

thermore, fitting a baseline to the Rayleigh noise floor does not account for the transitional
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region between Gaussian and Rayleigh noise distributions. A possible solution is to change

the noise from Rician to Gaussian, thereby removing the transitional region and the Rayleigh

noise floor from the multiple echo decays.

Changing the noise type in MRI data from Rician to Gaussian can be accomplished

using phase correction [20, 21]. However, most phase correction methods are designed for

data with high SNRs and are performed spatially across the image. The later echoes in

some multiple echo T2 acquisitions reach the Rayleigh noise floor for most tissues, including

white and grey matter, but remain above for regions like cerebrospinal fluid, which has a

T2 time close to that of pure water. It is not feasible to apply the same spatially-based

phase correction algorithm to each echo-time image, as the phase of a single voxel could

change with echo time. Here we developed a phase correction technique that considers the

phase temporally, allowing T2 distributions to be generated from phase-corrected real-valued

multiple echo spin-echo data.

2. Methods

2.1. Human Subject Imaging

Multiple echo spin-echo acquisitions were performed on a 1.5-T GE scanner using a

transmit-receive, single channel, head coil (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA). A 48 echo

single slice acquisition [22] was acquired through the base of the genu and splenium of the

corpus callosum in 13 healthy volunteers with the following parameters: 5 mm slice thickness,

128×128 matrix, 22 cm field of view, 10 ms echo spacing for the first 32 echoes and 50 ms

for the remaining 16 echoes, 4 averages, transverse acquisition. Composite radio-frequency

pulses and crusher gradients were used to eliminate stimulated echoes resulting from spurious

signal outside of the selected slice [23]. A variable repetition time was employed: 3.8 s was

used for the 20 central lines of k-space and the repetition time was decreased linearly to

2.12 s for the outer lines of k-space. This variable repetition time method reduced scan time

substantially with negligible effects on the resulting data [24]. All experimental procedures
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were approved by local ethics committee at our institution. The multiple echo scans were

stored as complex image data. Examples of real-valued and phase images are shown in

Fig 2A and 2B. The exponential decay of a white matter voxel is shown in Fig 3, depicting

the magnitude, phase, real, and imaginary portions of the original decay.

Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn bilaterally in the following white matter structures:

genu of the corpus callosum, major forceps, minor forceps, splenium of the corpus callosum,

and corticospinal tract. The intensity values within the ROI were averaged together for each

echo, resulting in a complex, multiple echo decay curve that was then used for analysis.

Each white matter ROI was analyzed individually, and data were grouped together for

statistical analysis. For each subject, an ROI was drawn in an artefact-free region of air in

the magnitude data, which was located by viewing the image at all echoes and adjusting the

viewing window/level settings accordingly.

2.2. Temporal Phase Correction

Temporal phase correction of multiple echo MR data was performed using the voxel-wise

approach shown in Fig 4 according to the following steps:

1. Is voxel intensity > air intensity? If the voxel intensity of the first echo was

greater than the mean voxel intensity of the air-ROI, the voxel was assumed to be

tissue. This step allowed for determination of voxels inside tissue, thereby reducing

computation time.

2. Split into even and odd echoes. The complex voxel decay data was separated into

even and odd echoes to account for any even/odd-echo oscillations in the decay data.

3. Unwrap phase. The phase of the complex voxel decay was unwrapped for all echoes

greater than the mean voxel intensity of the air-ROI. Once the voxel decay reached the

noise-floor, larger jumps in phase are expected and such remaining echoes are excluded

from the unwrapping algorithm.

4. Fit 4th order polynomial to the unwrapped phase. A fourth order polynomial

was fit to the unwrapped phase of the complex decay to create the zero-phase curve.
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A fourth order polynomial was chosen empirically, providing a good trade-off between

model complexity and computation time. Only voxels with intensity greater than the

mean voxel intensity of the air-ROI were used in the polynomial fit, and this process

was done for the even and odd echoes separately.

5. Adjust decay using the polynomial as the zero-phase line. The complex data

was multiplied by the complex conjugate of the zero phase curve, thereby adjusting the

phase of the decay but leaving the magnitude unchanged. Weighting was performed

by using a weighted least squares solution that consisted of a vector the same size as

the phase data. A vector of ones would cause no weighting. The weighting vector used

was 1/n where n is the index of the echo number of the split decay data, causing the

early echoes to be weighted more and the later echoes to be weighted less.

6. Recombine even and odd echoes. Recombine the phase corrected, split even and

odd echoes into a single decay.

The output of the algorithm was temporally phase corrected complex decay data.

2.3. Analysis

Region of interest drawing and multiexponential analysis was performed on the data using

AnalyzeNNLS [25], with the release version 2.5 containing the temporal phase correction

scripts in the library and the capability of analyzing either magnitude or real-valued multiple

echo T2 data 1. The software allows users to adjust the echoes and window/level grey-scale

values in the image in order to optimize tissue differentiation.

T2 distributions were created using 120 T2 times logarithmically spaced between 0.5 ×

first echo time and 2 × last echo time, resulting in a range of 5−2240 ms. NNLS was used

to fit a basis of T2 times to the decays [26, 5] and regularization was performed using a

generalized cross-validation approach [27, 28].

The relative water fractions and geometric mean T2 times (gmT2) were determined for the

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/analyzennls/
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following T2 ranges: 1) 5−40 ms for myelin water (MW), 2) 40−100 ms for intra/extracellular

water (IEW), and 3) 100−1000 ms for prolonged water (PW), 4) 1000−2240 ms for CSF.

These regions were shifted if necessary to assure peak separation.

The corticospinal tract was excluded from the statistical analysis because a PW peak

has previously been observed in healthy volunteers [13, 17]. The area fractions determined

for the magnitude and TPC data were compared using a one-way ANOVA test for each

region where p < 0.0125 was considered statistically significant after Bonferroni correction

(p < 0.05/4 = 0.0125).

Representative histograms were made and noise distribution overlays were created for

the 8th and 48th echo white matter intensity data from a single subject before and after

TPC. The overlays were created by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the temporally phase

corrected real-valued data by solving for the mean, ν, and standard deviation, σ, in Eqn 3,

and using these values in Eqn 1 to create a Rician noise distributed curve to overlay the

original magnitude data. The overlays are for reference only in order to give a qualitative

representation of the underlying noise. The 48th echo white matter intensity from all ROIs

from all volunteers were grouped together, the mean and standard deviation were determined,

and the distribution was compared with a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and

standard deviation using a two sample two tailed Student’s T-test.

3. Results

Examples of real-valued and phase images after temporal phase correction are shown in

Fig 5 using the same echo shown previously in Fig 2. The real-valued images in Fig 5A no

longer exhibit the phase distortions observed in Fig 2A, and the phase images of Fig 5B are

uniformly grey, with values near zero, within tissue.

The phase maps of all voxels from the fourth echo of Figs 2 and 5 before and after

temporal phase correction are shown in Fig 6. Using this phase map representation of grey-

scale values in the image, the data are spread out initially (black), and become narrow and
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centered about the real axis after temporal phase correction (grey). The resulting data does

not lie exactly on the line that defines the real axis; this is the expected behaviour from a

phase correction algorithm that puts the relevant data in the real channel and leaves only

noise in the imaginary channel. An algorithm resulting with data entirely aligned with the

real axis is simply the magnitude operation.

The decay data from Fig 3 are shown after temporal phase correction in Fig 7. The

original phase data are shown as a light grey line in B for reference. After temporal phase

correction the phase varies about zero throughout the echoes, and mainly noise appears in

the imaginary data (note that the imaginary y axis is on the order of 5, while the magnitude

and real data have a y axis of the order of 1000).

Representative histograms of grey scale intensities for all of the white matter ROIs from

a single volunteer are shown in Fig 8A and B for original magnitude and temporally phase

corrected real-valued data for echo 8 and 48, respectively. Gaussian and Rician noise distri-

butions are overlaid for comparison, demonstrating that the underlying noise-profile changed

from Rician to Gaussian after temporal phase correction. When all ROIs from all volunteers

were averaged together for the 48th echo, the resulting distribution was not statistically

different from a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and standard deviation, with

p = 0.91.

Representative T2 distributions for magnitude and temporally phase corrected decays

from each white matter region are shown in Fig 9.

The area fractions and gmT2s of white matter ROIs, excluding the corticospinal tract,

using the traditional magnitude data and the temporally phase corrected real-valued data are

reported in Table 1. With the exception of myelin water (p = 0.032), significant differences

were observed in area fractions between magnitude and temporally phase corrected decays

(IEW: p = 1 × 10−11, PW: p = 2 × 10−16, CSF: p = 3 × 10−83). Out of 104 ROIs, the

magnitude data had 8 PW peaks and 104 CSF peaks, while the TPC data had 85 PW peaks

and 10 CSF peaks.
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The area fractions and gmT2s of corticospinal tract ROIs are presented in Table 2. Out

of 26 ROIs, the magnitude data had 20 PW peaks and 26 CSF peaks, while the TPC data

had 24 PW peaks and 1 CSF peak.

4. Discussion

Phase correction is typically performed spatially [20, 21] where the images contain rel-

atively consistent voxel-wise SNR. However, it is not feasible to apply the same spatially-

based phase correction algorithm to each echo-time image, as the phase of a single voxel

could change with echo time relative to neighboring voxels. Multiple echo T2 data contain

temporal phase information for each voxel which can be used to correct phase aberrations

that introduce noise in the measured complex data. We have successfully implemented a

temporal phase correction algorithm that is computationally efficient, easily parallelizable,

and effective, as demonstrated by Figs 5−8. A quantitative representation of the spatial

phase correction effectiveness by using temporal phase correction is shown in Fig 6. The

resulting phase spread has narrowed and lies along the line defining the real axis.

The temporal performance of the TPC algorithm is best demonstrated in the phase (B)

and imaginary (D) plots in Fig 7. The resulting phase is centered about zero, with very little

variation initially. The values become more erratic for the later echoes, but this is expected

because these later echoes correspond to low SNR magnitude signal, where phase noise is

expected to increase [2]. The imaginary data after TPC are indistinguishable from noise

signal, with the moduli of the TPC imaginary decay data being more than two orders of

magnitude smaller than the first echo magnitude intensity in white matter.

Histograms representative of noise distributions for the 8th and 48th echo before and

after TPC are shown in Fig 8 for white matter. The fitted distributions give a qualitative

representation of the underlying noise. In Fig 8A, the decay signal is much higher than

the noise and TPC has very little affect on the histogram. The Gaussian and Rician noise

distribution overlays nearly match. Most notably, after TPC, the Gaussian distribution
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overlay nicely fits the histogram data shown in Fig 8B, and is centered near zero, which is

what is expected for real-valued random noise data that has reached the noise floor.

Statistical analysis comparing the TPC histogram to a Gaussian distribution was only

performed on the 48th echo, averaging all white matter ROIs together from all volunteers.

Noise-floor data were used instead of an earlier echo for the following reasons. Each ROI con-

tains about 30 voxels, which is far too few to get a good comparison with a noise distribution.

Averaging all of the ROIs for a single volunteer increases the sampling to 200-400 voxels,

but when the signals are not from the noise floor, each region will have a different grey-scale

value based on its water content and T2 decay [6]. So the histogram shown in Fig 8A is

made up of several sparsely sampled histograms from different white matter regions, each

with different means. Consequently, a good statistical fit to a Guassian distribution is not

expected. However, when the signal has reached the noise floor, which is the case for the

48th echo, the mean value should be near or at zero, leaving only noise. And since the

same scanner and acquisition was used for all exams, it is reasonable to assume that the

standard deviation of zero signal will be the same for all scans. Averaging values from all

volunteers gave 5001 voxels, which allows for a strong statistical analysis. Performing a two

tailed Student’s T-test gave p = 0.91, indicating the Gaussian distribution curve was not

statistically different from the data.

The area fractions of IEW, PW, and CSF peaks were significantly different after temporal

phase correction. Representative T2 distributions are shown in Fig 9. Previous research

suggested that changing the noise type from Rician to Gaussian would have dramatic effects

on the measured MWF [19]; most notably an increase in MWF would occur as SNR decreases.

No significant change was observed for the data presented here in Table 1. However, changes

in the MW area fraction could be influenced by the changes in the other three peaks, most

notably the appearance of a consistent PW peak in the TPC data, increasing from 8 to 85

occurrences in 104 ROIs (excluding corticospinal tract ROIs), and the essential disappearance

of the CSF peak, which was present in all magnitude data and in only 11 of 130 ROIs in the
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TPC data (including corticospinal tract).

Bjarnason et al also noted changes in the IEW gmT2 with noise type: Rician noise caused

a reduction in IEW gmT2 when compared to Gaussian noise [19]. The data presented here

show that the IEW gmT2 is longer when comparing Rician distributed noise data with Gaus-

sian distributed noise data. However, it should be noted that Bjarnason et al ’s simulations

were performed without considering how the presence of a PW peak would affect IEW gmT2.

For human brain T2 distributions, peaks with a T2 time greater than 1 s have long been

attributed to CSF [6]. In the data presented here, the CSF peak is present in all magnitude

data analysis, and is only present in 11 of 130 ROIs after TPC. This long peak could be

attributed to the Rayleigh noise floor, as the fitting algorithm attempts to fit the Rayleigh

noise floor with the longest T2 time in the basis, resulting with a clustering of CSF peaks

at the longest T2 time in the basis: 2240 ms in these analyses. Removing the Rayleigh

noise floor eliminated the CSF peak in TPC data analysis; therefore TPC analysis removes

a potential artefact commonly assigned to CSF from decay data that does not contain CSF.

Consequently, if the decay data are collected such that the noise floor is not reached, this

Rayleigh noise floor artefact should be absent, which could explain the absence of the CSF

peak in tumor and normal rat brain at 7 T [10] and a 9.4 T study of murine spinal cord [16].

The consistent appearance of a prolonged peak with a gmT2 around 170 ms was not

expected, although there is precedence. Laule et al observed prolonged peaks in pathologi-

cal normal appearing white matter of both phenylketonuria and multiple sclerosis patients,

which they attributed to possibly arising from vacuoles or lesion extracellular water, respec-

tively [13]. However, these prolonged peaks in pathological white matter had gmT2 times

greater than 200 ms and can be ruled out as the source of prolonged peak in the data

presented here.

A prolonged peak in the corticospinal tract was previously observed by Russell-Schulz et

al [17] with a T2 of about 120 ms, and it was because of this previous observation that the

corticospinal tract ROIs were excluded from Table 1 and the statistical analysis. The gmT2
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of the prolonged peak of the corticospinal tract was found to be 124 ± 3 ms before, and

168± 4 ms after TPC, which was comparable to the other white matter structures having a

prolonged water gmT2 time of 170± 10 ms after TPC. The prolonged peaks from the white

matter structures are probably from a common tissue environment; some physical aspect

of the corticospinal tract such as a relatively large PWF or decreased exchanged between

the extracellular and intracellular water compartments or increased extracellular water when

compared to other white matter structures [17] allows resolution of the prolonged peak using

magnitude analysis.

The most likely explanation for the frequent observation of a prolonged signal in the

TPC data is that TPC improves the quality of the decay curve to allow for resolution of this

peak. In particular, changing the noise distribution from Rician to Gaussian by removing

the Rayleigh noise floor and eliminating the transitional region from the decay data, allows

for the extracellular and intracellular water pools to be resolved separately by the inversion

algorithm. This assertion is further explored in the Appendix where T2 distributions were

generated using TPC decay data by changing the contribution of Rician noise by varying

the imaginary valued signal in 5 cases, which affected the T2 distribution as shown in Fig 11.

As the decay data were converted to magnitude, and different levels of imaginary noise con-

tributions were added, the extracellular and intracellular water peaks moved closer together

and merged and the CSF area fraction increased with imaginary noise signal contribution.

Previously, splitting of the IEW peak was observed by Bjarnason et al in NMR studies of

bovine white matter using echo spacings of 200 and 400 µs with the final echoes at 736 and

1728 ms, respectively (see Fig 3 in [29]), although no comment was made of this finding in the

article. In a carefully designed NMR experiment of rat optic nerve by Bonilla & Snyder, they

also observed a splitting of the IEW peak, and assigned the longer peak to intracellular water

based on cell swelling [9]. Splitting of the IEW peak has also been observed in peripheral

nervous system tissue [8, 30, 31, 32], and Wachowicz & Snyder assigned the longer component

to interaxonal water [8], while Webb et al postulated that the longer peak was due to
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connective tissue [32].

The previous examples of IEW peak splitting reported in the literature occurred almost

exclusively in NMR experiments. The resolution limit that defines the minimum ratio of

T2 times that can be resolved is noise dependent such that the higher the SNR, the better

the resolution limit [33]. The SNR after TPC is slightly improved because the real-valued

decay data are retained and the imaginary-valued data, which should contain mainly noise,

is discarded. However, the increased resolution limit in our study most likely resulted from

improving the quality of the decay curve by removing the Rayleigh noise floor and transitional

region from the decay curve before solving for the T2 distribution.

The TPC method outlined in this work was developed using data from a single transmit-

receive head coil. To apply this technique to multiple coil systems, one can pre-process the

data for each receive coil separately, prior to combining the data into a single set of decay

images. Getting access to the raw data will depend on the scanner vendor. Applying TPC to

data collected using parallel imaging or compressed sensing techniques will likely pose some

challenges; such application is beyond the scope of this article, and could be a direction of

future work.

Spatial-based phase correction algorithms, such as the statistical methods developed by

Ahn & Cho [20] and enhanced by Chang & Xiang [21], are ideal for high SNR MR images.

However, applying spatial-based techniques on multiple echo T2 data, which is essentially

made up of the same image at multiple T2 weightings, suffers limitations under the following

two implementations: sequential and projected. The sequential method involves applying

the algorithm across the image for each echo. However, later echoes have low SNR in

white and grey matter, but high SNR in CSF. Consequently, spatial-based phase correction

methods will be dominated by signal from CSF, which is generally of no interest in studies

focusing on white and grey matter. Furthermore, if signal from white and grey matter reach

the Rayleigh noise floor in the later echoes, spatial-based phase correction methods will

cause no change in the tissues of interest, being unable to differentiate tissue from regions
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of air. Projected methods of phase correction use a spatial-based method on the first and

second echo, and then propagate the phase correction on a voxel-wise basis for even and

odd echoes separately [34]. This method assumes that the phase remains constant through

the echoes, which is contrary to the phase drifts observed in the phase graphs in Figs 3B.

These sequential and projected methods of spatial phase correction suffer from the same

major limitation; they fail to use additional temporal information available from collecting

the same slice repeatedly.

5. Conclusion

Temporal phase correction has been successfully applied to multiple echo spin-echo data,

allowing T2 distributions to be created from real-valued decays. The temporal phase cor-

rection technique capitalizes on the special property of multiple echo data where the same

image is collected at different points in time as the voxel signal decays through T2 relaxation.

By removing the Rayleigh noise floor and transitional region from the multiple exponential

decays, the quality of the decays was improved such that a prolonged peak was consistently

identified in the temporally phase corrected data; this peak was likely the result of resolving

the extracellular and intracellular water pools based on their T2 times. The improved qual-

ity decays also lead to the disappearance of the peak often identified as cerebrospinal spinal

fluid, but was likely an artefact of fitting a long T2 time to the Rayleigh noise floor.
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7. Appendix

To explore the effect of Rician noise on the T2 distribution, a TPC decay from the minor

forceps was used. Each voxel, v is made up of an array of decay signals sv = sr + jsi,

where sr is the real-valued decay, si is the imaginary valued decay, and j =
√
−1. S is the

ROI averaged decay and N is the number of voxels in the ROI. Five cases were explored,

averaging over all voxels:

1. SA =

∑
v sr
N

2. SB =

∑
v

√
s2r

N

3. SC =

∑
v

√
s2r + (0.33si)2

N

4. SD =

∑
v

√
s2r + (0.66si)2

N

5. SE =

∑
v

√
s2r + s2i
N

SA represents TPC data, and SE is typical magnitude data. The difference of SA subtracted

from SB through SE are shown in Fig 10, highlighting that the more signal used from the

imaginary portion of the decay, the more positive bias there was on the decay for the later

echoes.

The resulting T2 distributions from decay signals SA to SE are shown in Fig 11. The

T2 distribution in Fig 11A was from SA and is identical to the right side of Fig 9C. The CSF

area faction was zero. The voxel-wise magnitude operation creating SB gave the T2 distri-

bution in Fig 11B. The two central peaks are closer together and the CSF peak has an area

fraction of 0.0043. Figure 11C was created from SC , where 33 % of the imaginary signal

contributed to the decay. In this case the middle peaks moved even closer together and the

CSF peak area fraction is 0.0049. Increasing the imaginary channel contribution to 66 %

caused the middle peaks to partially combine, as shown in Fig 11D, and the CSF contri-

bution increased to 0.0062. Finally, the magnitude of the TPC decay is shown in Fig 11E

and is identical to the traditional magnitude approach shown in the left side of Fig 9C. The

central peaks are completely combined and the CSF area fraction is the largest at 0.0075.
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Clearly, increasing the effect of Rician noise in the decays caused the peaks near 100 ms to

combine and the CSF peak to appear.
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8. Tables

Area Fractions
Fitting Method MW IEW PW CSF

Magnitude 0.096± 0.004 0.88± 0.01 0.02± 0.01† 0.0106± 0.0004
TPC 0.080± 0.003 0.78± 0.01 0.14± 0.01‡ 0.00008± 0.00003∗

Geometric Mean T2 times (ms)

Magnitude 9.3± 0.5 76.9± 0.9 180± 40† 2160± 20
TPC 6.9± 0.2 69.6± 0.7 170± 10‡ 2120± 30∗

Table 1: Area fractions and geometric mean T2 times of white matter regions pooled from all subjects, all
ROIs using magnitude and temporally phase correction (TPC) analysis approaches. Abbreviations: MW:
myelin water; IEW: intra/extracellular water; PW: prolonged water; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid. Standard
error shown. †8, ‡85, and ∗10 of 104 ROIs had these components. The area fractions for MW were note
significantly different after temporal phase correction with p = 0.031. The EW, PW and CSF had p� 0.0125.
Corticospinal tract ROIs were excluded from this table and statistical comparison.

Area Fractions
Fitting Method MW IEW PW CSF

Magnitude 0.097± 0.009 0.43± 0.05 0.46± 0.05† 0.019± 0.002
TPC 0.096± 0.005 0.52± 0.03 0.38± 0.03‡ 0.00004± 0.00004∗

Geometric Mean T2 times (ms)

Magnitude 8.9± 0.9 56± 5 124± 3† 2020± 60
TPC 8.8± 0.6 62± 3 168± 4‡ 2059∗

Table 2: Corticospinal tract area fractions and geometric mean T2 times pooled from all subjects, all ROIs
using magnitude and temporally phase correction (TPC) analysis approaches. Abbreviations: MW: myelin
water; IEW: intra/extracellular water; PW: prolonged water; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid. Standard error
shown. †20, ‡24, and ∗1 of 26 ROIs had these components.
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9. Figures

Figure 1: Comparing noise distributions at different SNRs (ν/σ). Rician (A) and Gaussian (B) distributed
noise of the same variance, σ2, but different mean values, ν. Rayleigh distributed noise with different
variances (C). Rician distributed noise compared to Gaussian and Rayleigh distributed noise (D).

Figure 2: Real (A) and phase (B) images of the fourth echo (40 ms) of complex multiple echo MRI data.
Minor phase distortions, excluding boundaries and vasculature, can be seen across the images.

Figure 3: Complex decays shown as magnitude (A), phase (B), real (C), and imaginary (D) valued data
from a voxel within white matter. The phase both oscillates and drifts throughout the acquisition.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the voxel-wise approach to temporal phase correction of multiple echo MR data.

Figure 5: Real (A) and phase (B) images of the fourth echo (40 ms) of temporally phase corrected complex
multiple echo MRI data. The phase within tissue is more uniform than in Fig 2.

Figure 6: Phase maps before (black dots) and after (grey dots) temporal phase correction for the fourth echo
(40 ms) of complex multiple echo MR data.

Figure 7: Complex decays shown as magnitude (A), phase (B), real (C), and imaginary (D) valued data
from white matter in the same voxel used in Fig. 3 after temporal phase correction. The phase now varies
about zero throughout the echoes, and mainly noise appears in the imaginary data. The original phase is
shown in light grey in B for comparison.

Figure 8: Histograms of grey-scale intensities of all white matter ROIs before and after phase correction for a
single volunteer (dots) along with fitted distributions (lines). Magnitude values are compared with the phase
corrected real values for the 8th echo (A) and 48th echo (B). The noise distributions are barely separated at
the 8th echo, while the Rician and Guassian characteristics of the noise are evident for the 48th echo.

Figure 9: Representative T2 distributions in white matter from a single subject from magnitude decays (left
column) and a temporally phase corrected decays (right column) for genu (A), major forceps (B), minor
forceps (C), splenium (D), and corticospinal tract (E).

Figure 10: Differences between the TPC real-valued decay data, and magnitude decay data using different
levels of contribution from the imaginary channel. The first echo of the decay had a numerical value on the
order of 1000.

Figure 11: T2 distributions from the minor forceps of a single volunteer using TPC real, SA (A); magnitude
of TPC real, SB (B); magnitude of TPC real and 33 % of the imaginary channels, SC (C); magnitude of
TPC real and 66 % of the imaginary channels, SD (D); and magnitude of TPC real and imaginary channels,
SE (E). A and E in this figure are identical to Fig 9C.
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